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Instructions for the “Little Woodie”
Out O’Sight Trigger Attachment
By Tom Schmidt, the designer
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Warning: These are instructions for the “Little Woodie” only. Read all the instructions carefully. Follow all relevant laws. If you desire instructions for how to use the Out
O’Sight Trap (AKA, Scissor Trap) please get a copy of Tom Schmidt’s Video available out
our web site. Failure to use the trap correctly may result in injury.
Numbers coincide with photos. U.S. Patent # 6578314

1. With a shovel, pull the top off an active
mole tunnel
3-5 (two bottom photos) Cock the Trap and push
down over the center of the tunnel until the trap
goes off. The trap should relase slowly while
cutting goroves across the tunnel.

2. Slide the Woodie on bottom of the trigger
pan and leave flush with the end of the trigger pan.
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6. Push the Woodie into set position and recock trap.

Push the trap into the same grooves stopping with the
woodie about 1/2 inch from the bottom of the tunnel to
keep it from discharging.
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8. Since I am right handed, I find it best to
hold the setting tools with my right hand
whiel keeping my left index finder under the
pan-lip tokeep the pin from slipping off the
lip. If your left-handed do the opposite.

9. With your index finger stillunder the
back of the pan lip, let tools drop and remove them with right hand.

10-11. Remove index finger fromunder pan lip and back fill with loose turf or soft dirt to
keep light from entering the tunnel. Leave fill loose. Don’t pack down.
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Here is a side view diagram showing you what the trap and trigger placement
should look like when you are ready to back fill the hole. The “Choke” is another
word for the “Little Woodie”.
When the soil at the bottom of the tunnel is very loose, place the “Choke” flush
with the bottom of the tunnel.

If you have further questions or product inquiries contact us at
Wildlife Damage Control 340 Cooley St. Springfield, MA 01128
admin@wildlifedamagecontrol.com
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